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Monetary Policy
The real estate market reflects the gloom and uncertainty prevailing
in the world economy
Purchasing a home is a financial milestone. That
makes real estate a unique class of asset that carries
with it an emotional aspect. But real estate is an investment nonetheless. And like any form of investment,
real estate too follows a cycle. In India, the real estate
boomed in the years 1988-1992, corrected for the next
decade and boomed once again from 2002-2013.
These periods of boom coincided with the opening up
of the Indian economy and IT revolution in India. Presently however, the real estate market is in a correction
phase.
A major reason for the current drop in real estate markets is that the real estate prices accelerated much
faster than affordability. The private sector salary
growth averaged an annual growth of about 12.2% in
the first decade of 2000 while the real estate appreciated at an annual rate of about 15.2% in the first decade
of 2000 in most of the cities. Essentially, if wages grew
by 3 times over the last decade, the real estate prices
grew by 4 times widening the gap between price and
affordability.
Typically about 20% of an Indian’s real estate purchase
is through his savings and the remaining 80% is
financed through credit. 2013 marked the era of high
interest rates by the RBI and financial disciplining of
banks. Thus, the ability of the Indian salaried class to
pay off the loan through EMIs was hit, further contributing to the overall drop in the affordability of real estate
residential assets in India.
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Over the last year and a half, the RBI has eased lending
rates by about 125 bps. However, banks have not
passed these rate cuts in entirety to its customers. The
initiatives by the banks to cut down on their non-performing assets (NPAs) along with default by a few real
estate developers and builders have made lending
institutions hesitant to cut their lending rates. This has
increased the number of unsold inventories across
cities.
Table1: Unsold Real estate inventory growth by city

City
Kolkata
Hyderabad
Chennai
Pune
Ahmedabad
Bengaluru
MMR
Delhi NCR

% Y-o-Y
growth
43%
33%
4%
43%
33%
18%
12%
12%

Growth in Unsold Inventory

Q4 2014 -15

Q4 2015 -16

Fig 1: Growing unsold inventory across cities in India. Source: Liases Foras
Affordability is a problem not just in India but in many
economies across the world. Real estate in China is
considered one of the most sought after investments
globally. The Chinese real estate prices are growing
presently. But by looking at some other indicators, it
would appear that the Chinese real estate growth may
in fact be a bubble.
The price-to-income ratio, that is the ratio of the average cost of a property to the average income of a
household, for properties in parts of Beijing is as high as
40 considering the median per capita GDP per household. If the actual cash available for making payments
is considered, this ratio will shoot up to as high as 80. 1
China’s manufacturing activity which had been dropping since February 2015 remained flat in August 2016
with the Caixin manufacturing PMI reading 50.0 and
expanded marginally in September 2016 with the PMI
reading 50.1. The IMF expects the Chinese GDP to
expand by 6.6% this year and to expand by 6.2% the
next financial year. The effects of the Chinese slowdown
can be across emerging economies. South East Asian
economies have a large exposure to China. Thailand,
which is also a manufacturing-export driven economy,
had its September Manufacturing PMI at a 10 month
low. Similarly, Malaysia’s manufacturing activity has
continued to contract for 18 months now. Latin America exports commodities and its biggest export partneris

China. With the Chinese slowdown in manufacturing,
the demand for commodities dropped resulting in
commodity prices falling consequently slowing Latin
America. Brazil continues to remain in recession while
Chile contracted in the quarter ending June.
Now, despite the data indicating that China is not experiencing a stable growth, why is the real estate market in
China still growing? This is primarily due to China’s
economic emphasis on infrastructure and manufacturing. The emphasis on infrastructure involved investing
in projects in not just the existing cities but building
new megacities as well. While the projects in existing
cites has resulted in a rise in the real estate prices, the
occupancy rates of the new megacities are as low as 2%
- resulting in these megacities becoming ghost cities.
The Chinese investments, which is fueled by debt, has
increased China’s debt-to-GDP to about 250% - a
four-fold growth since 2007. The high prices of properties in China will require the Chinese end-users to buy
properties on debt. The real estate builders as such
depend on debt to fund their projects. Thus, both the
real estate developers and the buyers are contributing
to the already burgeoning debt in China.
In the USA, home sales numbers have been growing
through most of the year. However, the sales fell by
about 7.5% in August.

1 http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/sns-wp-blm-china-comment-9c059e9e-84c8-11e6-b57d-dd49277af02f-20160927-story.html
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Single Family Home Sales - US in '000s

Fig 2: Single family home sales in 2016
The US home market is also facing the problem of
affordability. While the sales of homes has gone up, the
inventory of single family homes dropped by 10.1% to
2.04 million homes. This in turn raised the median price
by an annual 5.1%. The median price of homes in
August stood at $240,200. 2 This resulted in nearly 24%
of the homes in market being unaffordable.
A similar situation panned out in US manufacturing. In
July 2016, the net inventory stored by US firms fell by
$8.1 billion- the first fall in inventory since 2011. There
was a drop in the manufacturing activity in August 2016
as well.
The US economic data like the US real estate data
shows mixed signals. The GDP of the US expanded by
1.4% in the quarter ending June. It was initially
forecasted to grow by 3.4% in the quarter ending
September. On considering the poor construction
activity data, low manufacturing data and weaker
spending data, the GDP in the quarter ending September is expected to have expanded by 2.2%. The jobs
added in September was about 156,000 which is less
than the 167,000 jobs added for the same period last
year. However, the jobless claims are at about 254,000
which is lesser than the 270,000 forecasted. But, the
wage growth has been modest in the United States.
Thus, the consumption activity will see a modest
growth. With a slower pickup in consumption activity
the home sales, like the GDP will also see slow growth.
In the Euro area, the city of London had attracted $36
billion of investments in the real estate in July ‘14-June
’15. However, for the period of July’15- June 16 the
value fell to $25 billion due to an uncertainty over the

Brexit. Despite the drop, London remained one of the
top 3 cities for investment in real estate. Since the Brexit
took place, the pound-sterling is now trading at
multi-decade lows. Although the low pound-sterling is
attracting a lot of foreign investment in real estate from
China, the Middle East etc., the uncertainty over the
policies that will be pursued after British separation
from the EU is reflected in both the British economy
and the British real estate.
In the rest of Europe, economies with better outlook
have attracted a lot of investment in real estate. Germany, being the powerhouse has attracted a lot immigrant
workers. Consequently the price of a house in cities
such as Frankfurt, Munich, Hamburg and Berlin is
between 10-15 times the annual average earning.
Ireland-the fastest growing economy in the European
Union, is attracting a lot of investment in real estate as
well.
The Japanese real estate market has attracted a lot of
foreign investment, just as how the Japanese yen has
been purchased heavily over the last year and a half
making it one of the best performing currencies. These
foreign investments in turn are driving the prices up. In
Japan, the average price of a condo in Tokyo rose to a
15-year high of 63.28 million yen last November. 3 The
prices today remain 3.8% higher than in 2015. However,
the base wage growth has been about 0.2% through
most of 2016. Unless the wage growth increases in
Japan, the real estate properties may not attract
enough domestic buyers. Thus, the Japanese real
estate market also risks facing deflation similar to other
Japanese markets.

2 http://www.usnews.com/news/business/articles/2016-09-29/us-pending-home-sales-slump-in-august
3 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-10-03/tokyo-condo-sales-plunge-to-1992-low-in-sign-boj-boom-deflating
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With Japan’s negative interest rates, the lenders are
increasingly hesitant to lend. If a bank does sanction a
loan, due to the negative interest rate, it will receive
lesser than what it had lent thereby hurting its finances.
The Indian lenders are in a similar situation albeit
under different economic conditions. Indian lenders
are hesitant to lend owing to increased non-performing
assets. Thus, India and Japan are looking at a correction in the prices of real estate properties. One measure
to avoid a drastic correction in the prices of real estate
therefore would be to encourage lenders to lend more.
In the beginning of October, the RBI had eased lending
rates by 25 basis points. This move was based on rather

stable indicators of the Indian economy- lowest current
account deficit in a decade, a surplus in balance of
payments, and most importantly a one year low CPI of
4.31% against the target of 5%. While the Indian industries welcomed this move, the banks as such delayed
the actual correction of their own lending rates. While
many banks declared a reduction in the Home loan
lending rates, the actual reduction in rates were sometimes not more than 5 basis points. Unless actions are
taken to arrest the rising non-performing assets of
banks, banks will not be encouraged to pass the benefit
of the RBI’s rate cuts to the end users.

Commodities
One of the biggest contributors to India’s improved balance of payments is the low price of commodities in the
market- specifically oil.

WTI Crude Price

Fig 3: Oil prices in September-October 2016
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Oil prices traded between $43-47/barrel through most
of September. Towards the end of September, the
OPEC had agreed to cap production at 32.5-33 million
barrels/day. This led to a rally in the prices of crude.
Non-OPEC oil exporters benefitted from this as the
price of crude increased while their productions
remained unchanged. The Russian Ruble briefly
became the best performing emerging market currency
after the announcement. However, the actual implementation of this deal by OPEC members remains to be
seen as the member convene on November 30th.
In the immediate term, the oil prices will rally. While
crude oil was trading at $43-47/barrel before the

Commodity (quantity)
Copper (tonne)

announcement by OPEC, the oil prices will most likely
trade between $50-52/barrel in the short term.
Any further increase in oil prices will support shale oil
production thereby limiting the oil price’s upper bound.
Therefore, unless other macro-economic events
support oil, the oil prices will see a fall in the longer
term.
Wheat, whose prices were falling since May 2014 in the
US region, is witnessing a surge in demand due to the
weakening dollar and rising demand for wheat from the
Arab world.

Price (USD)

Projection (fortnight)

4754

Ranged to negative

Nickel (tonne)

10,410

Ranged

Wheat (tonne)

123.20

Positive

Crude Oil (barrel)

50.44

Ranged to Positive

Natural Gas (MMBTU)

3.34

Ranged to Positive

Table 2: Commodity Prices (as on 13th Oct 2016) and Projections. (Source: Quandl collections)

Equity
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When news of surgical strikes across the LoC were announced, the Sensex crashed while indices across the world
rallied. However, the Indian markets were able to recover the levels before the surgical strikes (See fig 4).
The Indian equity markets followed global cues through most of September. These cues along with profit booking
sessions led the Nifty and Sensex to lose points through most of September from the highs in the first week of
September.

NIFTY

Sensex

a: Surgical strikes announced
Fig 4:Sensex and Nifty over September 2016.
Global cues will continue to have short term impacts on the equity markets. The US election, Brexit’s uncertainty,
and China’s weakening economic data will continue to reflect in the equity markets. However, the Indian macro
economy is stable. With weakening Chinese economy and the mixed US economic data, India continues to be a
globally favored destination for investment. So, even if there is a volatility in the short term, the markets will rally.

Bullion
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Gold had remained range bound through most of September trading between $1305-$1350/tr. oz. Along with the
US dollar, the gold is seen as a hedge. Typically dollar gains preference over the gold. Hence, when the better than
expected jobless claims data was announced, the dollar strengthened while gold fell to 4-month lows of
$1253/ounce. However, gold has been maintaining $1257-1262/tr.oz. Levels since then. (Refer Fig 5)

Gold Prices

US Jobless claims
data announced

Fig 5: Gold trade level falls after US jobless data news
Two big events in the United States will further impact the price of gold this year:
1. The US presidential elections in November and
2. The US Federal Reserve’s possible decision of a rate hike.
Gold will be bought more as the date of the presidential elections approach. This increased purchase will lead to a
rally in the immediate term. But, the result of the elections will determine whether the prices of gold will hold or
drop.
The US Federal Reserve indicated that it will most likely hike interest rates in December. If the Federal Reserve does
actually raise the lending rates then, gold prices will crash.

Commodity (quantity)

Price (USD)

Projection (fortnight)

Gold (tr.oz.)

1256.15

Ranged

Silver (tr. Oz.)

17.59

Ranged

Platinum (tr. Oz.)

948.0

Ranged

Table 3: Precious Metal Prices and Projections. (Source: Quandl collections)
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Investment Strategy
In the third week of September, the RBI had auctioned 10-year government bonds. The bonds were auctioned at a
yield of 6.97%. For the first time since July 2009, the bonds were auctioned at a yield rate of less than 7%. After the
bidding the average yield rate of the 10-year government bonds were 6.85%. The strong demand for government
bonds drove the bond prices up consequently lowering the yield rate. The rise in bond prices is expected to continue. Having bond exposure in the portfolio therefore not only stabilizes it, but also yields good returns.
Equity markets have seen a lot of volatility over the last month. Volatility can be expected in the coming weeks as
well. For instance, the Indian economy still has strong fundamentals. Government spending is improving the infrastructure, GST which is most likely to be implemented in April 2017 will boost corporate earnings. The markets will
therefore rally in the medium to long term. While the yield of equity investment in the short term may not be much,
it is sure give better results in the medium to long term. It will therefore be beneficial to hold equity for the longer
term.
Uncertainty still looms over the global economy. Earlier this month, the pound sterling fell in Asian trade weakening it to levels not seen in 3 decades. The reason for this fall being an ‘information’ that Britain might opt for a hard
exit from the European Union i.e. breaking all trade pacts with the European Union and opting for trade pacts with
individual countries. Chinese economic data shows it no longer can regain its boom years of the 2000s. Chinese
economic growth in the recent years has been tepid and signs of stabilizing are sketchy. The US elections will determine the economic policies that will be pursued in the coming years. With the US being the largest economy and
the US dollar being the largest traded currency, the policies have an enormous impact on the world economy as
such. With so much uncertainty in the global economy, gold becomes the preferred vehicle for investments. Having
an exposure to gold in the scenario will therefore add a hedge to the portfolio.
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Table 4: Precious metals (source: quandl.com)

Global Economy
Country/Region
USA

Event
• US Federal Reserve
raises interest rates

Impact(Projected)
• Dollar strengthens
• Gold prices crash
• Emerging market
currencies fall

European Union/UK

•

UK opts for a hard
exit from the EU

•
•
•

Pound sterling falls
Euro falls
Gold rallies

East Asia

•

China continues
debt fuelled

•
•

Yuan weakens
Chinese real estate
bubble burst

India

•

RBI cuts interest
rates by 25 bps

•

Indian stock market
rallies
Rupee rallies
Inflation rises
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This Deepavali - Don't Shoo away Goddess Lakshmi
Deepavali, the festival of lights, happiness and of course money is around the corner !! We are all in great spirits and
preparing in the best possible way to welcome Goddess Lakshmi. But did you know it's not just a dirty home that
drives away Goddess Lakshmi? Here are a few ways in which you are goofing up and driving Lakshmi out!!!
Out of Budget purchases - Well, it’s really difficult to stop yourself from making purchases when its raining offers
everywhere. We forget the utility of our existing things because we are too blinded by a good deal. This could
include buying a new car, mobile phone, television or replacing a perfectly efficient refrigerator that we don't really
need or should spend on. These seemingly harmless indulgences turn into extra EMI's and a loss of liquidity. By
then it’s too late!
Gold Jewellery - While the Goddess of wealth likes Gold, buying gold at the expense of your family's financial
health is something even she would not want for you. Gold ETF's are a smarter investment option over physical
gold. Our Financial Advisors will tell you how.
Deepavali Gifts - It is our tradition to exchange gifts and lots and lots of sweets over Deepavali. Bigger our friends
circle, greater the expenditure on sweets! Without deviating from the culture of giving, maybe it’s time we considered smart gifting - the gift of a secure and safe financial future. Refer your friends and family today and let
ArthaYantra take care of their money woes for good.
Crackers - For all the money we spend on them, crackers delight us with their colourful lights and sounds for a few
minutes. And go up in smoke in no time, leaving behind a trail of air, noise and environment pollution. Deepavali
is a festival of lights. So this Deepavali, let's light up our family's financial future along with diyas and not blow
money and financial security up in smoke.
While Mantras and Tantras will not help you if you continue to make financial mistakes, ArthaYantra can help you
avoid these mistakes. Be wise, Spend thoughtfully, nurture your environment and Goddess Lakshmi will be with
you forever! Let’s keep the spirit of Deepavali alive and our financial future secured.
Wish you all a very safe and Happy Deepavali!
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AY Financial Wellness Program
Helping employees take the right
financial decisions

corporate @ arthayantra.com | 9100077002
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Check how much money you will need to meet your Goals

Avid Investors are using online Financial Advisory platform
and reaping benefits
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Do you know?

Disclaimer

97% of Indians are neither aware of their
financial health nor ready to achieve their
future goals.
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About ArthaYantra
ArthaYantra is the world’s first and only full service robo advisor. We believe
in the inter-connectedness of financial decisions and we help individuals
identify the best financial decisions through our patented algorithms. In
doing so, we enable individuals in taking the right decision in investment,
insurance, credit and credit refinance. We have enabled the financial security of over 100,000 satisfied customers across 32 countries.
© 2016 ArthaYantra Corporation Pvt. Limited
All Rights Reserved.
This material has been prepared for general informational purposes only
and is not intended to be relied upon as investment advice.
Please refer to your advisors for specific advice.
www.arthayatra.com
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TALK TO
US
TODAY
ArthaYantra Corporation Pvt. Ltd.,

Corporate and Registered Office:
3rd Floor, Sai Galleria, Plot No. 472,
Road No. 36, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad, India 500 033.
CIN: U74900TG2007PTC053246
Tel.: 040-6519-0000 | e-mail: care@arthayantra.com

Disclaimer
Reports, analysis and views in this newsletter (Finzine) seek to present an unbiased picture of developments in the markets & economy. Actual
developments can turn out to be different owing to circumstances beyond Arthayantra’s control and knowledge. Arthayantra does not take any
responsibility for investment or business decisions taken by readers on the basis of reports and articles published in the newsletter.
Readers are expected to form their own judgement. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all rights reserved by M/s Arthayantra Corporation Pvt. Ltd.
Any printing, publication, reproduction, transmission or redissemination of the contents, in any form or by any means, is prohibited without the
prior written consent of M/s. Arthayantra Corporation Pvt. Ltd. Any such prohibited and unauthorised act by any person/legal entity shall invite
civil and criminal liabilities. All disputes are subject to the courts of Hyderabad Jurisdiction only.
All information provided is on "as is" basis and for information purposes only. Kindly consult your financial advisor to verify the accuracy and
recency of all the information prior to taking any investment decision. While due diligence is done and care taken neither Arthayantra Corporation
Pvt. Ltd nor www.arthayantra.com are liable for any information errors, incompleteness, or delays, or for any actions taken in reliance on information contained herein.
This newsletter is pure intended for internal circulation of our users only.
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